# DUS Gateway™ Lender Job Aid

**MAH Definition = SPECIAL PUBLIC PURPOSE**

## Registration & Submission

### Status

#### Registration

**Deal Detail - Deal Overview Screen**
Submission Type = Guide and Pricing Waiver (where applicable)

**Note:** The deal may fall under several categories of Submission Type. If your deal requires Pre-Review as well as other categories, select Pre-Review (4660).

#### Deal Detail – Property Screen

MAH = Yes

**Note:** Chatter the MAH Deal Team with affordability description and intent to request the Special Public Purpose Guide waiver

### Submission

**Pre-Review and/or Waiver Edits Screen**
Lender Delegated = No
Category = Guide (Other)
Sub-Category = Property
Descriptor = None
Guide (Other) Comments = Chapter 7 MAH Definition. Request for Special Public Purpose category.

Short Description for Fannie Mae Quote = Indicate if this deal is to be considered MAH for Pricing, Credit or both purposes. Also include any other pertinent information for the quote.

---

**Helpful Tip**

Refer to the [Affordable Housing Data Guidance Job Aid](#) for entering MAH type and other Affordable Housing data in the C&D application. The Job Aid is located on the Learning Center under “Acquisitions”.

---
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